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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
Under a grant (NAG 5-1491) from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the Manuel Lujan Jr. Center for Space Telemetering and
Telecommunications at New Mexico State University was directed to develop a concept
for the addition of a Demand Assignment Multiple Access (DAMA) service to NASA's
current Space Network (SN). This work was carried out by various graduate students
and professors at the center. Specifically, this paper will outline the design of a receiver
for the DAMA channel. Also, an outline of the procedures taken to process the received
service request is presented.
This paper will design a simple yet effective receiver for this new DAMA service.
The modifications to the (SN) system will be minimal. The post reception processing will
be easily accomplished using standard commercial off the shelf (COTS) packages. The
result is a random access system capable of receiving requests for service.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Currently, scheduling of time on NASA's Space Network (SN) is controlled
through a scheduling service at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). If a user satellites
(USAT's) controller determines service through the SN is necessary, they will contact
GSFC requesting service. GSFC will then process the request and determine if the request
can be accommodated. If the service is available, the SN will inform the satellite owner
of the pending service and at the appropriate time configure the service. The primary
disadvantage in this system is that the satellite cannot itself request service from the SN.
With the advent of more powerful computers on board newer satellites, control systems
are capable of monitoring the health and welfare of the satellite. These systems can be
found on some older satellites as well. The goal of NASA is to incorporate into the SN a
service whereby a USAT can request service from the SN when it determines service is
necessary. Service can then be scheduled for a standard SN channel. This service will be
called the demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) [3].
A proposal has been developed at New Mexico State University that will present a
solution to this problem. The goal is to satisfy the requirements while minimizing the
complexity of the changes required. This paper will examine the proposed changes in the
system required to accommodate the new DAMA service. In particular, this paper will
concentrate on the design of a receiver required for the DAMA service requests and the
steps required to process the data once a request has been made. To fully understand the
scope of the changes the basic operations of the SN will be introduced.
1.1 Space Network Configuration.
The SN consists of three general parts: satellites, ground support, and frequency spectrum
[7].
1. The first part is the satellite constellation that consists of satellites each called a
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). These satellites are owned and
operatedby NASA. The purpose of these satellites is to receive signals from
USAT and direct the signals to a common location on the earth. These satellites
are located in a GEO-stationary orbit around the earth. Each TDRS has two basic
antenna systems. The first is a gimbaled antenna system. The second is a 30 -
element phased array system. These will be discussed later in the paper.
2. The second part is the ground-based infrastructure needed to support the
TDRS. The primary facility is the White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT) and the
Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT) located at the White Sands Complex
(WSC) near Las Cruces, New Mexico. The WSGT has recently been upgraded
and is now operational. Located at the WSC are the dishes and receiving
equipment required to receive data from the various TDRSs. Another important
facility is GSFC. The scheduling system that allocates time on the SN is located at
GSFC.
3. The third part of the system is the frequency spectrum allocated to NASA.
This includes the carrier frequencies and bandwidth that is exclusive to NASA, as
well as the frequencies that NASA shares with other users (i.e. the Ku Band).
1.2 Current Operation of System
The steps to request service on the SN are listed below [8]:
1. The controller of a USAT determines that service by the space network is
needed. This type of service typically includes station keeping parameters, system
updates, and general health and welfare information. This will also include the
standard data dumps. In general, the satellite controller will determine service is
needed prior to the time the service is requested. The normal advance time is
weeks before service is required. However, the SN does have an emergency
service allowing for almost immediate service, usually within five minutes.
Emergencies include catastrophic system failures etc.
2. Thesatelliteownerwill contactGSFCwith the requestfor service.GSFCwill
then comparethe requestwith other requestsand determineif resourcesare
availablefor theparticulartypeof servicerequested.If serviceis available,GSFC
will inform the USAT controllerof the pendingservice. GSFCwill then inform
the WSC of the scheduledservice. The WSC will then use the USAT's
parametersto determinethe locationof the USAT. This informationwill thenbe
used to determinethe Doppler offset that will affect the transmissioncarrier
frequency.TheWSCwill at the sametimeinform the USAT via a forward link of
the requestedserviceif a return link was requested. WSC will then take
appropriatemeasuresto establishthe necessarylink at the time the service is
scheduledas well as configuringthe TDRS's and the receiversbasedon the
calculatedparameters.
3. The satellitewill then transmit its data via a TDRS, if a return serviceis
requested,basedonthe configurationthat thegroundstationhasdedicatedto the
satellite.
4. The WSC will receivethe satellite'sinformation. This information is either
directly passedto the USAT owner in real time, or the informationis storedon
sometype of electronicmediaand thensent to the USAT owner. At no point
during this serviceis the WSC permittedto reviewanyof the databeingsentby
the USAT.
1.3 Space Network Channels
The SN consists of 3 basic channels used for transmission. These are the K-band
Single Access (KSA), the S-Band Single Access (SSA), and the S-Band Multiple Access
(SMA). Transmission on the KSA and the SSA channels is a Time Division Multiple
Access based configuration. That is, each user has a specific time slot allocated for
transmission. Once the time has expired, another user will broadcast during its allotted
time and so on. These times are dictated by the SN via the scheduling system. In this
system,the gimbaledantennason the TDRS areusedto physicallypoint at the desired
USAT. Themechanicalpointing informationis controlledvia a forward datalink to the
TDRSby WSC. This informationis transmittedalongwith other operationalparameters.
TheMA portion of the systemis a CodeDivisionMultipleAccess(CDMA) baseddesign
(seesec1.4). Multiple userswill broadcastusingthesame carrierfrequency. However,
eachuserspreadsits datawith a uniquepseudo-randomcode(PN code). Thisenablesthe
receiverto decipherthe usersbasedon the PN codes. (This will be discussedin detail
later). The MA systemutilizesthe phasedarrayantennason one of the TDRS. The
method of pointing is done electronicallyrather than physically. The transmission
techniqueusedis BinaryPhaseShiftKeying(BPSK). The data is actually sent via BPSK
on both an I and Q channel and therefore is a QPSK signal. This allows for the same data
to be sent on the I and Q channels for redundancy or two independent sets of data can be
sent. [7]
1.4 Code Division Multiple Access
CDMA is a method of transmission where all the signals use the same carrier
frequency to transmit and share the same frequency spectrum. Different users of the
system are separated not by time or frequency, but by a pseudo-random noise code. Each
user will spread its data with a unique PN code. A PN code is of finite length that will
repeat on regular intervals [6]. These codes have specific properties and will be discussed
later in the paper.
The rate of the PN code is called the chip rate with each code bit referred to as a
chip. Generation of a PN code is done by using a shift register (see Figure 1.1). The
register is tapped at different locations and then summed to generate an output. The tap
settings and the initial value in the register determine the PN code [6].
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Figure 1.1 Spreading Model
The number of chips before the code repeats is called the code length (L). This
length is based on the number of bits the shift register stores. The maximal length of the
code is defined as
L=2 "- 1
where n is the number of bits in the shift register [6].
The total number of users N that may share a channel is a function of the data rate
(Rb) and the chip rate (1%). The maximum number of users Nm.x is defined as
Nm.x = 0.2 * (/L:/R_)
The rate at which the data is spread is a function of data rate versus the rate of the
PN code. The amount of spreading, Sr, is therefore defined by
Sr = chip rate / data rate = (1% / 1% )
which determines the number of chips per bit. Therefore, each data bit is spread by Sr
chips of the PN code. This is generally referred as the processing gain of the code. The
process of spreading the data is done by modulo 2 adding the data with the PN code at a
rate greater than the data rate. The resulting waveform has a data rate equal to the PN
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code rate. The system is said to be spread because in the frequency domain the higher
the data rate for digital data the lager the first null. The basic transmission model for
CDMA systems is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 CDMA Transmit Model
The system consists of N USAT each at a different physical location relative to a TDRS.
The various delays illustrated in the figure represent the each user requesting service at a
diferent time. The probablity of two or more users requesting at the exact time is very
small and not worth considering. Each user will have its data spread with a unique PN
code. The result of each modulo 2 addition of data with a PN code is called x,(t). Each
user will then modulate the spread data onto a carrier frequency common to all MA users.
In Figure 1.2, the method of summing all N users is done to show the receivers view of
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the incoming signal. In reality, the signals are not added they are simply sharing a
common frequency spectrum. Therefore, they all are sharing the same transmission
channel. The resulting signal at the input to the receiver can be defined as;
N
s(t) = Z s,(t) * COS(W_(t+tk))
n=]
where w_ is the carrier frequency of the CDMA channel and tk represents the various time
delays of each of the N users.
Thus, to demodulate the signal s(t) the receiver first brings s(t) back to baseband
and filters the signal. Now the receiver must recover each user from the signal by de-
spreading the signal with a particular PN code. The ability to recover each individual user
depends on the correlation property of PN codes. The correlation of digital data and a PN
code is defined by
L
R(m) = Y r(d)pny(d-m)
d=l
where r is the received signal at baseband, and pny is the code used to spread one of the N
(N _ Nmax) users in r [4]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the correlation of digital data. When the
two are matched, the correlation is maximized. However; ifpn, is shifted by one chip the
correlation becomes very low.
the chip rate Re (i.e. L / Re )
The correlation will occur at the code length L divided by
[4].
#
( L / chip rate)
Figure 1.3 Correlation
l _ time
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The processes of despreading the received signal is the inverse of the spreading process.
This is due to the fact that if data (dl) is modulo 2 added to some data (d2) and then
modulo 2 added to the same data (d2) the result will be (dl). The receiver will work on
this principle.
The received signal is first demodulated and low pass filtered (LPF) to bring the
waveform back to baseband. The receiver cross correlates the received signal with an
exact replica of a particular users PN code [6]. As shown above in Figure 1.3, the result
will be maximum only when the two are matched, otherwise the result produces a very
low signal. Once correlation is obtained, the de-spreading will begin by modulo 2 adding
the received signal with the particular pny code used in the correlation.. The receiver will
perform this operation for each of the N users on the channel. The basic receiver
configuration is shown below in Figure 1.4
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User 1 data
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Figure 1.4 CDMA Receiver Model
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CHAPTER 2: OPERATIONAL CHANGES TO
ACCOMMODATE DAMA CHANNEL
As was stated earlier, the goal of this new system is to provide a USAT with a truly
random access capability to the SN via the MA channel. Therefore the KSA and SSA
channels will be unaffected by this new service. In the current system, the USAT
ephemeris is known apriori. Therefore, the WSC can take the necessary actions to
accommodate service. This includes antenna pointing and prediction of carrier frequency
deviations from the nominal value due to Doppler shift. If the DAMA service is to be
truly random, the WSC will not have the luxury of knowing these parameters. The
following will address the changes proposed to create a DAMA service channel on the
MA channel of the SN [3].
2.1 Antenna Modifications
As stated earlier, the TDRS have two basic antenna systems The first is a gimbaled
antenna system used for SA traffic. The WSC, via a forward command and control link,
will point the antenna at a particular USAT enabling the USATs signal to be received.
The second antenna system is a 30 element phased array antenna system. In this
configuration, each one of the 30 elements will receive the signal and relay their version of
the signal to the WSC. Each element's signal is then scaled by a weighting coefficient in
the ground station receiver system. Each element is then multiplexed together to form an
antenna pattern that is required for reception of the desired user. Because the DAMA
service will occur on the MA portion of the system any changes will occur in the MA
receiver portion of the system.
Because the system will not have prior knowledge of a request, a method of
processing the antenna's elements in the new DAMA receiver has been developed. A
single element of the phased array antenna will be used to provide global coverage of the
Earth. This element will receive the DAMA requests and relay these to the WSGT. This
is done in the DAMA receiver at the ground station by setting the element weighting
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coefficients of all the elements to zero except for one element. This one element will have
a coefficient of one and will therefore represent only global coverage. This of course will
affect the gain of the system. Evaluation of this type of implementation is contained in a
separate technical report [1]. The advantage of using this single element is really
threefold. One, it leaves the remaining MA system intact. Two, it provides global
coverage and can receive requests from any satellite. And three, it requires no antenna
pointing, therefore the WSGT needs no prior knowledge of a request.
There is one important implication of this change. In normal operation, the WSC will
predict the Doppler shift created by the relative motion of the USAT and the TDRS when
transmission occurs. However, with the use of a single element and with no prior
knowledge of a request, the Doppler shift can not be predicted. Analysis has shown [5]
that the maximum Doppler offset that can occur with this single element is + 63KHz. A
method for detecting a DAMA user and predicting the carrier frequency must be
developed.
2.2 Change of Data Rate for DAMA requests.
In current operation of the MA channel, the USAT downloads and or uploads data In
the new DAMA service, data will not be transmitted to start with. Instead, a request for
service on the SN channels reserved for data transmission is the only information to be
sent. Therefore, the transmission rate of the request for service does not need to be as
high as that required for normal MA traffic. The data rate will be reduced compared to
that of other MA users. This is done for two main reasons. The first is that using a
slower chip rate, and therefore an overall lower transmission rate, will increase the link
margin because the lower the data rate the lower the losses. This is important because in
using a single element some gain will be lost due to the fact that other elements are not
being considered. The second reason is to help in the detection of a DAMA user. As the
rate of the PN code used to spread the DAMA user decreases compared with that of MA
users, the signal will become visible in the frequency spectrum. This is shown in Figure
2.1. The DAMA user is at one half the data rate of the MA user and at a slightly different
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carrier frequency. Each user is transmitting with the same amount of power. The shift in
carrier frequency was done to make figures easier to see. As illustrated in Figure 2.1 the
spectrum of the MA users is spread out compared to that of the DAMA users. In other
words, the MA has its power spread out over more frequency while the DAMA users has
its power contained over a smaller amount of frequencies. This implies that the power
spectral density (PSD) of the DAMA signal will be noticeably higher than the (PSD) of
the MA user. This is to illustrate the effect of slowing the chip rate. In reality MA users
can have a ___2dB variation due to space loss variation over the orbit.
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Figure 2.1 Signals
2.3 PN code used for DAMA user
A new PN code will need to be assigned to the DAMA service. The rate of PN code
used for DAMA signals will be slowed compared to other MA PN codes. This will be
done for the same reason the data rate is slowed, to help facilitate the detection of a
DAMA user in the spectrum.
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2.4 Satellite Operation with DAMA Service
In this system, a method of servicing all satellites with equal accessibility is desired.
Because this is not a scheduled service and the reception is on a first-come/first-serve
basis, reception of the transmission is not guaranteed. It is obvious that a USAT
requesting a DAMA service might have to attempt multiple times before the request is
received. A method for controlling the number of requests will be needed. Once a USAT
requests service, it will wait some time (x) for a response from the SN with either
scheduling information or rejection of request. The value of "c will be based on the
average time that it takes a request to be serviced If a USAT does not get a response after
minutes, it will assume that the request was not received and will attempt the request
again. This process will continue until a response is received from the SN or the USATs
on board control system stops transmitting the request. This illustrates the importance of
having a forward response from the SN even if service is denied
2.5 Design of a DAMA receiver and processing of DAMA requests.
The changes discussed above will affect the USAT's and WSC receivers. However,
there is presently no receiver at the WSC to receive the DAMA requests. The new
receiver will have to be able to detect the presence of a DAMA user, determine its carrier
frequency, and then using this information receive, demodulate and de-spread the signal.
This will result in the true content of the message, that is the actual data request. Because
this a new system, there is no known strategy for handling these request once a DAMA
request is made. These will be discussed in detail in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3: DAMA RECEIVER DESIGN
With the advent of changes required to create a DAMA service a new receiver
concept has been developed. The new DAMA receiver consists of three parts as shown in
Figure 3.1. These stages and their purposes are developed in detail below.
r(t) _ Prectc:l_
fp
Figure 3
c(t)
Daia sent
1_DAMA
Pl_:essor
Figure 3.1 DAMA Processing
3.1 Doppler Predictor
Because of the large Doppler Shift that can occur when a USAT requests service
and because the request occurs randomly, a method for determining the presence of a
DAMA user and the carrier frequency of that user is vital in receiving the DAMA request.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the transmission rate of the DAMA user will be reduced
compared to other MA users. The DAMA user, as discussed earlier, can be detected in
the spectrum. An innovative application of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to
locate a prospective DAMA user. When the Doppler predictor determines that a DAMA
user is present, it will determine the carrier frequency of the user and pass this information
to the carrier tracking loop [4].
3.2 Carrier Tracking
The purpose of the carrier tracking loop is to match the phase of the incoming
signal to the phase of the local oscillator used to demodulate the signal. This is where
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knowledge of the DAMA user's carrier frequency is important. Knowledge of the carrier
frequency is fundamental in demodulating any signal. The basic configuration of this
system is shown below in Figure 3.2 [6].
r(t)
fp
_l Squaresv Signal BPF @ 2*fp
A
PLL
I
I
!_ VCO
I
,---+ J
c(t)
Divide by 2
Figure 3.2 Carrier & Phase Tracking
As can be seen above, the primary component in the carrier tracking consists of a
phase lock loop. This type of carrier tracking loop is standard for most systems. In the
PLL design, the VCO will have a nominal operating frequency. This is the frequency the
VCO operates at with a zero input. A zero input implies that the phase of the incoming
signal and the phase of the VCO are the same. In this system, the Doppler Predictor will
send the VCO the carrier frequency of the prospective DAMA user. In Figure 3.2 this
value is represented as fp. This value will become the nominal operating frequency of the
VCO thereby allowing phase synchronization of the incoming signal and the VCO. The
function of the squaring signal is to remove the modulation from the incoming waveform
The divide by two is done to remove the effects of the squaring function. That is if
carrier input is 10Hz and is squared the value is moved to a frequency of 20Hz and 0Hz.
After filtering the value is at 20Hz, therefore the value has to be divided by two to
represent the carrier of 10Hz. It is important to note that the VCO and BPF will need to
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be programmable,thus allowing for the characteristicsto changebasedon the various
input values.
3.3 Receiver
The receiver function is to retrieve the prospective DAMA request that is spread
at passband and bring the signal to baseband and then de-spread the signal. Once this has
been done, the message can be processed The receiver will use information obtained from
the carrier tracking loop to perform this processing There are certain steps taken to
receive these requests. These will be broken down further into various parts to help detail
each function's contribution to the process. The basic configuration is illustrated in
Figure 3.3.
r(t) _--
Demod
rb(t)
Correlator
td
c(t)
_I De-Spread
Dama data
Figure 3.3 DAMA Receiver
In Figure 3.3 r(t) is the received DAMA signal, rb(t) is the received signal at baseband,
c(t) is the carrier and phase information obtained by the carrier tracking loop, and td is
timing information from the correlator. The use of these values will be explained below
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3.3.1 Demodulator
The purpose of a demodulator is to extract the modulation from a data bearing
signal. As discussed earlier the method of transmission on the MA channel is BPSK
Therefore, the receiver will be designed to demodulate BPSK signals. Figure 3.4 illustrates
the demodulator configuration that will be used to bring the received MA signal back to
baseband
r(t) _(_
c(t)
#I Low PassFilter DecisionElement
rb(t)
V
Figure 3.4 DAMA Demodulator
The mixer input value c(t) will be received from the carrier tracking portion and will
contain the appropriate frequency and phase to mix with the MA signal r(t). The signal
will then be low pass filtered (LPF) to remove the out of band components created by the
mixing process. The exact parameters of the LPF are important in this case. The standard
MA receiver will place the cutoff frequency at approximately the PN rate of a MA user.
Because the PN DAMA rate will be slower for reasons mentioned previously, the DAMA
receiver will set its cutoff frequency to be that of the PN DAMA. The effects of this will
be discussed in the next chapter.
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3.3.2 Correlation to DAMA PN code
As was discussed in the section on CDMA, the correlation of the incoming spread
signal at baseband rb(t) with the PN code dedicated to DAMA users is the first step to de-
spreading the signal. The basic configuration of a correlator is shown in Figure 3.5 below
[4].
rb(t)
Pnl I Pn2
-_rb 1 rb 2
P°31
rb3 I
I iplL
v
Threshold
td
Figure 3.5 Correlator
The received baseband data rb(t) will be passed through the circuit above. The PN
DAMA code pn will be stored in the top register. As the data moves through the lower
register, a bit by bit comparison will be performed on the two registers. This value will
then be summed and passed to a threshold device. When the value of correlation becomes
greater than some threshold, the two registers will be highly correlated and a signal tb will
be passed to the de-spreader. The signal td will basically be a ready signal enabling the
despreader to start operation. In general the length of the correlator is the length of the pn
code L, this will be discussed later in sec 5.1.
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3.3.3 De-spreading DAMA signal
De-spreading the data is simple once detection has been accomplished. The
correlator output (td) will indicate when correlation to the DAMA PN code has occurred.
This signal will then be used to inform the de-spreader of the correct timing phase to start
the process. This is shown below in Figure 3.7.
rb(t) _fT'_
7
'° l_ PN D/_A
v
DAMA user service request
Figure 3.7 De-Spreader
The result of this process is a DAMA service request. Once this is received certain steps
must be taken, this will be discussed in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATIONS
4.1 Methodology
In order to predict the performance and verify concepts of the receiver design, an
evaluation is needed. In this project, the software package Signal Processing Workstation
(SPW) was used to simulate the receiver. This is an block based program allowing the
user to connect various blocks to simulate a system. The frequency and time
characteristics at any point in the simulation can be probed to visually inspect the
simulation. The basic method used was to design each of the sub-components separately
testing concept at each point. These sub-components are generally a spreading function, a
modulator section, a demodulation section and a de-spreading section. The overall system
was then combined piece by piece in the order listed above. The resulting system was then
simulated with various parameters.
4.1 Basic Configuration of Simulation Used:
The system model consisted of two sets of random data that represent two users.
Each set of data is then modulo 2 added to a PN code. This result is then modulated onto
a carrier frequency. These results are then summed together to simulate a common
channel and transmitted. The received signal is demodulated and then passed through a
LPF and finally de-spread with one of the PN codes. The simulations below evaluate the
system model with various values of carrier frequency, data rates, and PN code rates for
each user. This model can also be used to simulate multiple users by simply adding more
users and summing these all onto the common channel for transmission.
In simulating these various situations, the actual numbers were scaled
appropriately, therefore making simulation possible within a reasonable time frame. For
example, the nominal DAMA carrier frequency for simulations is set at 4Hz, where the
actual frequency is 2.2GHz. The amount of offset due to Doppler is +_63KHz. This
represents a 0.003% deviation from nominal, therefore in simulations the 4Hz signal will
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be varied by 0.003% to simulate the effects of the Doppler shift. These calculations
performed below.
The Doppler shift can cause the carrier to deviate by • 63KHz [5]. The deviation
from the nominal value is calculated as
(2.2G+67K) , 100 = 0.003 %
2.2G
To simulate the same possible effects of Doppler shift the 4Hz carrier must deviate by •
0.003 %. The deviation x for simulation is calculated as
x- 4 , 100 = 0.003
4
x = 4.0012
Therefore in simulation the carrier frequency ofa MA user can very by 4Hz • 0.0012 Hz.
4.2 Simulations
The simulations as shown in the following figures below will illustrate the input
data of the DAMA user as well as the output of the DAIVL_ receiver. The top figure
represents the input request by the DAMA user. The bottom figure represents the output
of the DAMA receiver. When the receiver is working the output (bottom) will be a
delayed version of the input (top). This illustrates the ability to receive a DAMA user
under various conditions that will be experienced in the real system. The parameters used
for the various simulations are contained in tables below. They are then followed by a
description and finally the simulation results. Figure 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 on the following
pages illustrate the basic model simulated.
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Sim Data
DAMA
1 lbps
2 lbps
3 lbps
4 lbps
5 lbps
Table 4.1 Simulation Parameters
Data PN
MA1 DAMA
lbps 2bps
Ibps 2bps
lbps 2bps
lbps 2bps
lbps 2bps
PN
MA1
Carr.
DAMA
2bps 4.0Hz
2bps 4.0Hz 4.00006
4.0I--Iz'
4.0Hz
2bps 4.0Hz
2bps
2bps
Carr.
MA1
4.00012
4.00001
40
40
Simulations 1-4 contain two users, one represents the DAMA user and the other a MA
user. The data rates as well as the chip rates of both users are the same. The PN codes
are different for each user. The carrier frequency of the MA user varies from the maximum
level of Doppler shift to the nominal value of carrier frequency. Simulation 5 contains two
users with the same PN code. This illustrates the ability to receive the first DAMA
request while rejecting a second request that comes in delayed by a small fraction of time.
Figure 4.2.1 Simulation 1
m1
-1
data
57--
[ ,.. at dhrimnkgs/data. _ri_[
Type = l_uble
Satp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Po_t_ = 4234
Time = 132.312 sec
Value = 1
[]
-1
data
I"" tat c]_issigs/°ut" si._ r
Type : Double
Sap. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 11)000
Points : 4234
Tine : 132.312 sec
Ta.lue = 1
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Figure 4.2.2 Simulation 2
[]
1-
-1
data 5t
[... a/chrissig_/data. _
= Double
Samp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Pointl = 4234
Time = 132. 312 sec
Value -- 1
-i
# Pts = 10000
Point# = 4234
Time = 132.312 sec
Value = 1
Figure 4.2.3 Simulation 3
,J
,!
data
l l Ir [... a/d_i_i@tdata, siqType • DoubleSeRp. Freq. = 32
It Pts = 10000
Point# = 4234
Time = 132.312 sec
Value = 1
data
[...ta/chrissiqs/out,siq
Type = Double
Smap. Freq. = 32
It Pts = 10000
PointIt = 4234
Time = 132.312 sec
Yalue = 1
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Simulation 4
[]
-1
data
[...a/chrissi_/data, si_
Type = Double
Se_. Freq. = 32
:il:Pts = 10000
Po_-t;# = 4234
Ti.me = 132.31-2 sec
V_lue = 1
[] data
[...ta/r_rissig:/out, si_
l_pe = Double
S_p. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Point# = 4234
T_e = 132.312 sec
Value = 1
Figure 4.2.5 Simulation 5
--
data 55
1... a/chri_i_/data. _d
Type = Double
Smsp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = I0000
Point# = 4234
7_e = 132.312 sec
Value = i
[]
1
-1
data
# Pts = 18888
Point# = 4234
Tiee = 132.312 set: ,
Value = I
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Table 4.2 Simulation Parameters
Sire
6
7
8
Data Data PN PN Carr. Carr.
DAMA MAI DAMA MAI DAMA MA1
0.25bps lbps 0.5bps 2bps 4.0Hz 4.00012
0.25bps lbps 0.5bps 2bps 4.0Hz 4.00006
0.25bps 1bps 0.5bps 2bps 4.0Hz 4.0
Simulations 6-8 contain two users. In this case, the DAMA user has a data and chip rate
one fourth of the MA user. Again, the values of carrier are varied across the possible
values of carrier frequency.
Figure 4.2.6 Simulation 6
[] data
1-
-1
6_
[... a/chriui_/data, tit
Type-- _ble
S_mp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 1O000
Point# = 4842
Tine = 151.312 sec
Value = 0
[]
m
-1
data
[... ta/chrissi_/out,si_
Type = Double
Smmp. Freq. = 32
Z Pts = 10000
Points = 4842
Tine = 151.312 sec
Value = O
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Figure 4.2.7 Simulation 7
1
-1
m
-1
data S'-/
[... a/chriuigs/data, si_
Type = Double
Sm_p. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 1001[}0
Point# = 4842
Time = 151.312 sec
Value = 8
[...ta/cbrissiqs/out, si_
Type = Double
Sa=p. Freq. = 32
# Pts = IOOOO
Point# = 4842
Time = 151.312 sec
Value = 8
Figure 4.2.8 Simulation 8
-1
]
data
I-'" a/chrissiqs/data, si_
Type = Double
S_. Freq. = 32
# Pts = lOOO0
Point# = 4842
Time -- 151.312 sec
Value = 8
data
8
-1
I [... ta/chri:_iq:/o-t, si_Type = DoubleS_p. Freq. = 32
•Z Pts = 10001}
Points = 484R
Yime = 151. 312 sec
Value = O
3O
Table 4.3 Simulation Parameters
Sim
9
10
11
Data Data PN PN Carr. Carr.
DAMA MA1 DAMA MAI DAMA MA1
.0625bps lbps .125bps 2bps 4.0Hz 4.00012
.0625bps lbps .125bps 2bps 4.0Hz 4.00001
.0625bps lbps .125bps 2bps 4.0Hz 4.0
In simulations 9-11 the number of users is still two. In these simulations the chip and data
rates of the DAMA user is reduced by one forth of simulations 6-8, and one sixteenth of
the rates of simulations 1-5. The values of carrier frequency are again varied over the
possible range.
Figure 4.2.9 Simulation 9
data
I--. a/chn_rigs/dar.a. _gl1
-1
Type = l}.uble
Samp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Point# = 1499
Time = 46.844 sec
Value = 1
[] data
-- I"" ta/chrissi_lout, si_
Type = Double
S_sp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10008
Point# = 1499
Time = 46.844 sec
Talue = 1
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Figure 4.2.10 Simulation 10
r
[] data
--
-1
[... a/cbri.igs/data, si_
= Double
Samp. Freq. = 32
S Pts = 10000
Po£nt# = 1499
Time = 46.844 sec
Value = 1
[]
-1
i
data
--I... ta/chrissiqslout, si_
= Double
Seep. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Points = 1499
Time = 46.844 sec
Value = 1
Figure 4.2.11 Simulation 11
i[] data
' l-
-1
1... a/cbriuigsl data. siq
Type = Double
Smsp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Pointa = 1499
Time = 46.844 sec
Value = 1
[]
-1
I
data
Type - Double
S_ep. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Points = 1499
Time = 46.844 sec
Value = 1
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Sire
12
13
14
Table 4.4 Simulation Parameters
Data Data
DAMA MA1
lbps lbps
lbps lbps
lbps lbps
Data
MAI
lbps
lbps
lbps
PN PN PN
DAMA MA1 MA2
2bps 2bps 2bps
2bps 2bps 2bps
2bps 2bps 2bps
Carr. Carr. Carr.
DAMA MAI MA2
40Hz 4.00006 4.00006
4.0Hz 4.00001 4.00012
4.0Hz 4.0 4.0
Simulations 12-14 contain three users. One DAMA user and two MA users The users
are all at the same data and chip rates. The values of carrier frequency will be varied
about the range of possible values.
Figure 4.2.13 Simulation 12
a
-1
Type = Double
Seep. Freq. = 32
| Pts = 10000
Point# = 6610
Time = 206.562 sec
Value = O
[] data
Type = Double
Samp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Point# = 6610
Tiae = 206.562 sec
Value = 1
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Figure 4.2.13 Simulation 13
-1
data
I--. _ _i_i_/_. _i_
Type = Bauble
Semp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Points = 5664
Time = 177 sec
Value = i
[]
-I
data
1... ta/chrissicjs/out,si_
Type = Double
SeRp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Point# = 5664
Time -- 177 see
Value = 0
Figure 4.2.14 Simulation 14
-1
data 51 '
Type- Double
Smp. Freq. = 32
i Pts = 10000
Points = 5664
Time = 177 sec
Value = I
[]
[...ta/chrissi_/out.sid
Type = Double
Stump. Freq. = 32
# Pts = I0000
Point# = 5664
Tiae = 177 sec
Value = 0
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Sire
15
16
17
Table 4.5 Simulation Parameters
Data Data
DAMA MA1
0.25bps lbps
0.25bps lbps
0.25bps lbps
Data PN PN PN
MAI DAMA MA1 MA2
lbps 0.5bps 2bps 2bps
lbps 0.5bps 2bps 2bps
lbps 0.5bps 2bps 2bps
Carr. Carr. Carr.
DAMA MA1 MA2
4.0Hz 4.00012 4.00006
4.0H.z 4.00001 4.00012
4.0Hz 4.0 4.0
Simulations 15-17 contain three users. The DAMA users chip and data rate is one fourth
that of the other two MA users. The carrier frequency are one again varied across the
range of values.
Figure 4.2.15 Simulation 15
_---I data 5_ %
__
-1
I-.. a/d=i_rigsl data. si_
Type = Doable
Samp. Fr_ 1. = 32
# Pts = IO_
points = 6237
Time = 194,986 sec
Value = i
-1
-- [... ta/chrissiqslout,si_
Type : Double
S_. Freq. = 32| Pts = 10000
Points-- 6237
Time = 194.906 sec
Value -- 1
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Figure 4.2.16 Simulation 16
T[]
__
-1
data 51.e
[...a/chriuiq:/data, si_
- Double
Salp. Freq. = 32
¢ Pts = 10000
Points = 6237
Time = 194.906 sec
Value -- 1
[]
1
-1
data
I I II [... ta/c_issiQsl out. si_Type = DoubleS_p. Freq. : 32
# l_s = 10000
Point# = 6237
Tile = 194.906 sec
Value = 1
Figure 4.2.17 Simulation 17
-1
data
i... a/chrissiq_l data. =id
Type- Double
Smp. Freq. : 32
t Pts -- 10000
Point# = 6237
Time = 194.906 sec
Value = 1
[]
-1
m
1
data
I I il [... ta/cbrissigs/out, si_Type = DoubleSamp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 10000
Point# = 6237
T_e = 194. 906 sec
Value = 1
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Sire
18
19
20
Table 4.6 Simulation Parameters
Data Data
DAMA MA1
.0625bps lbps
.0625bps lbps
.0625bps lbps
Data PN PN PN
MA1 DAMA MA1 MA2
lbps .125bps 2bps 2bps
lbps .125bps 2bps 2bps
lbps .125bps 2bps 2bps
Carr. Carr. Carr.
DAMA MA1 MA2
4.0Hz 4.00012 4.00006
4.0Hz 4.00001 4.00012
4.0Hz 4.0 4.0
Finally simulations 18-20 contain three users. The chip and data rate of the DAMA user is
slowed by one fourth of simulations 15-17 and one sixteenth that of simulations 12-14.
Figure 4.2.18 Simulation 18
data
l
i
I
i -1
i m[
[... a/dxriuicj3/data, siq
= Bmible
Seep. Freq. = 32| Pts = 10008
Point# = 1138
Tiae = 191.812 sec
Value -- 1
[]
m
1
-1
I I [...ta/ehrissi_/mat,si_Type = Dmdblesap. Freq. : 32
# Pts : 10000
Point# = 6138
Tiae ffi 191.812 sec
Value = I
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Figure 4.2.19 Simulation 19
data
__
-1
Type-- l_uble
5anp. Freq. -- 32
# Pts = 10000
Point# = 6151
Time = 192.219 sec
Value = 1
[]
1
-i
m
data
# Pts = 10080
Poiat# : 61,51
Time = 192.219 sec
Value : 1
Figure 4.2.20 Simulation 20
-1
data
I I I I I
5 %b
Type = Double
Sanp. Freq. = 32
| Pts = 5000(}
Point# = 13837
Time = 432.406
Value = 0
[]
-i
I
data
I [.., ta/_rissi_/mt, si_I Type ffi DoubleSamp. Freq. = 32
# Pts = 50800
Point# : 13837
Time = 432.406 sec
Value = 1
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4.3 Evaluation of Receiver Performance
In figures 4.2.1-4.2.20 illustrate the input DAMA data to the system and a delayed
replica of the DAMA data representing the receiver output. In every simulation the
output (bottom) is a noisy time delayed version of the input (top). This reinforces the
receivers capability of receiving DAMA requests under the various conditions possible. In
comparing the results it is important to note the reason for the transients in the ouput
DAMA request. This is caused by imperfectly matching the timing. This is a function of
the soi_ware's delay through the system not being an integer number of samples. The
delay intruded to match the simulation delay can only be integer.
In evaluating the different simulations it can be seen that when the MA user and
the DAMA user are at the same chip rates the reception becomes a little difficult.
Whereas when the chip rate of a DAMA user is slowed compared to that of a MA user
detection becomes very easy. This is primarily due to the cutoff frequency of the LPF. As
discussed above, the cutoff frequency should be approximately the chip rate of the DAMA
user. Figure 4.2 illustrates this configuration. This shows the component of interference
caused by the MA user or users.
rl
DAMA User MA User
_. j-
.......... _-_7-% f/-. _
, /
/, fl x\ \
i / ', \
/ _ _ ,\
/ /
I /
/ /
i ¸
/ /'
1/ ./i
\ \
\
P
freq /
/
f (carrier + DAMArate)
LPF centered at zero
cutoff = rate of MA user
f (carrier + MArate + Doppler)
Figure 4.3 (MA = DAMA chip rate)
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As the chip rate of the DAMA user is slowed compared to the MA user the value of the
cutoff frequency of the LPF becomes proportionally smaller. Therefore the amount of
interference by the MA users becomes even smaller. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3
below.
c'_
O9
12.
DAMA User
",,,
"1
/' ',_
/ ",
,,, ",,
_____ LPF Centered at zero
_\j---
cutoff = rate of DAMA
/ :
/_ ///
Freq.
f (carrier + DAMArate)
, _: ,MA Users
f (carrier + MArate)
Figure 4.4 (MA = 2* DAMA chip rate)
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Finally, if the chip rate of the DAMA user is slowed even more the LPF becomes even
narrower and the interference from other MA users becomes even less. This is shown in
Figure 4.4.
a
CO
n
,//"_\
1
iI
iI
I
I
r,
i
Ii
i,
II
Ir
', i
I
• DAMA User
LPF centered at zero
cutoff at DAMA rate
,i
i
i
i
i
JJ // "_
)Freq.,
f (carrier + DAMArate)
MA User
\
f (carrier + MArate)
Figure 4.5 (MA = 4* DAMA chip rate)
This leads to the question, why if this works so well is the DAMA user even spread at all.
The purpose of spreading the signal with unique PN codes is so that when a signal is
received it will look orthogonal to all users except the one that generated the code.
Therefore, if the DAMA user was not spread and simply transmitted the DAMA receiver
would still be able to receive the DAMA. However, the other MA receivers would not be
able to receive their requests because the DAMA user would not be orthogonal to the MA
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usersparticularPN codesand thereforethe basic principlesof CDMA would not be
followed. Thiswould hinderthe abilityof MA usersto receivetheir data.Another factor
that mustbeconsideredis the FederalCommunicationsCommittees(FCC) regulationon
the amountof power that canbe containedin variousfrequencyranges. This will also
serveasa limiting factorto theratetheDAMA usercanbeslowedto.
4.4 Recommendations For Further Work
In the above simulations the different cases where evaluated without the presence
of noise. This was done because the basic purpose was a proof of concept. However, in
reality there will be noise present in the system. Therefore future evaluations should
include noise. It is also important to note that the effects on the other MA users caused by
the slowing of the chip rate of the DAMA user where not evaluated. This is another area
where future investigation and evaluation can be done.
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CHAPTER 5: CORRELATOR
One of the primary functions of the receiver is to despread the received PN code
[2]. As stated earlier, this is accomplished by generating a local replica of the PN code in
the receiver and then synchronizing this local PN signal to one which is superimposed on
the incoming received waveform. Modulo 2 addition of the received signal with the
synchronized PN code produces the desired despreading process. Up until this point
synchronization to the PN code has been assumed to be straight forward as in chapter 3
and Figure 3.5. In the simulations contained in chapter 4, synchronization was done by
inspection of the two signals and then delaying the despreading signal by the appropriate
amount. However, in reality this is not a trivial solution. In this chapter the actual
implementation of correlation will be addressed
The processes of synchronizing to a local PN code is usually accomplished in two
basic stages. Initially a coarse alignment of the two PN signals is produced to within a
small fraction, usually less than a fraction of a chip. This is referred to as PN acquisition.
Furthermore, because of the relative motion of the transmitter and receiver and the
instability of clocks, corrections must be made continuously to maintain correlation. This
process is known as PN tracking. This process is commonly known as the search/lock
method for acquisition [6].
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5.1 PN Acquisition
The simplest method of searching is the maximum-likelihood algorithm [2]. In the
strictest form, it requires that all input PN codes be correlated with all possible code
positions of the local PN code. The correct PN alignment is chosen as that local code
phase position which produces the maximum detector output. The disadvantage to this
system is that a decision cannot be made until every code phase position has been
examined. As a PN code gets long, the time to correlate the signal becomes long. In
evaluating the current codes used by the SN, the code lengths used are 211 bits and 219 [7].
These are known as the short and long codes respectively. The problem with using these
codes with the maximum-likelihood algorithm is the large amount of time required to
examine all possible code phases before making a decision. If a DAMA request was as
long as a standard MA transmission this would be no problem. However, in this case
because the DAMA request is relatively short compared to normal MA transmissions an
entire request could take less time than it takes the PN code to repeat even once.
Therefore, if this type of correlator is to be used, in keeping with a simple design, some
changes in the DAMA request must occur.
It becomes obvious that if a simple maximum-likelihood algorithm correlator is to
be used, the size of the PN code used to spread the DAMA request must become shorter.
In the current SN system there is what is called an acquisition PN code used. This code is
256 bits long and therefore much smaller than the other PN codes. This code is generally
used to spread an acquisition sequence allowing the receiver to get obtain an initial level of
correlation. This leads to the proposed changes for the DAMA requests. Because the
maximum-likelihood correlator wants correlation in each code phase, the maximum will
occur when the exact code is compared with the local PN replica, and because this
acquisition needs to be done quickly for the reasons described above, the following
solutions are outlined. First, use the short acquisition code to spread all DAMA requests.
This will make it feasible to correlate to the incoming signal quickly. Second, in the
request packet send a preamble before the data that contains all zeros. The spread result of
this preamble will therefore be the PN code itself This will allow the correlator to quickly
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match the received signal and the replica. Third, use a maximum likelihood correlator for
coarse alignment of the DAMA requests. This is the same basic configuration as in Figure
3.5 and below in Figure 5.1.[4] Finally, use an early late gate loop to maintain PN
acquisition. This will be outlined in section 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 5.2 [9].
rb(t)
Pnl I pn2 ,°3t I°'
rb3 I rt
IL
L I rb(t) v
Figure 5.1 PN Acquisition
Threshold
In this correlator, the local replica is stored in the top register. The incoming spread signal
will be shifted through the lower register. A level of correlation is obtained at each code
phase. When all the code phases have been examined, the phase that created the
maximum level will be outputted. This value is represented in Figure 5.1 as ct, or coarse
timing. This is then used to start the despreading process at the correct PN alignment,
and is also used in the PN tracking that will be discussed below.
5.2 PN Tracking
Once coarse acquisition has been accomplished and the PN codes are aligned to
within less than a chip, the next step is to perform a continuous fine alignment This is
referred to as the PN tracking system. The basic PN tracking system falls into the class of
early-late gate types of control loops. The basic baseband configuration of this type of
system is shown below in Figure 5.2.[9]
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r(t+tau)
ct
,, Mod 2
[ pnl(t + delta)
1
i Intergrate
--_ and
1 Dump
i
PN Generator .,
L pn2(t - delta)
/ '\
I' /
,'J Mod 2 I
'\ //
VCO
// I Intergrateand
L Dump
i
i
.i Delay
1
PN Reference Signal pn(t + d)
P
Figure 5.2 PN Tracking
,/ iI
\
"--..._nr_ J
In the above figure, r (t + tau) represents the received baseband signal that is correlated to
within a chip. That is 0 < tau < Tc where Tc is the period of a chip. The goal of the
tracking loop is to drive tau to zero thus maintaining perfect alignment. At baseband, this
is done by taking the output of the local PN generator (set by the course timing signal ct
from the PN acquisition in Figure 5.1 ) and advancing it by some value (delta) and delaying
it by some value (delta) this is listed as pnl(t) and pn2(t) respectively. These values are
then modulo 2 added to the incoming PN received signal and then integrated over a chip
period. The values are then summed together to find a level of error. This value is then
passed into a VCO, much like a PLL, this value of error drives the VCO. Finally the
output of the PN code generator is transferred with the proper delay (d) that will represent
the timing error to offset tau. This value is represented as pn (t+tau-d). The loop will
continuously determine a value of d that will counter the value of tau. Therefore, the
resulting value of the PN code seen by the despreader will be pn(t).
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CHAPTER 6: DATA PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
After the receiver receives a possible DAMA user the data must go through
numerous steps to verify and check the request. The following is a list of steps the data
must undergo before a service can be scheduled.[3] This is also illustrated in Figure 6.1
1. The user must have a valid authorization to use the SN. The system will check
to see if the incoming request is that of a SN DAMA user rather than that of an
unauthorized user trying to gain access to the system.
2. Determine the priority of the request.
3. The system will then determine if the type of service requested is valid for the
SN, that is, did the satellite request a service that can be supplied by the SN.
4. The next step is to determine if the request is valid for that particular user. A
database will be used that contains all the satellites using the system along with the
various capabilities of the satellite. Based on the satellite, the system will need to
determine if the type of service that is requested by the satellite matches the
satellites specifications. That is, if a satellite requests service on a SA channel but
has no ability to transmit on that channel then that service can't be supplied.
5. The next step is to predict the orbital parameters of the satellite. This is done
so that the system can determine if a relay satellite will be in view of the user
satellite at the time that service is requested. This can quickly be done on a
standard personal computer. The computer will obtain the needed parameters for
the particular satellite from a data base. The orbital characteristics can then be
found using a variety of commercially available orbital prediction software
packages.
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6. Once all the abovechecksare completeand the requirementsare met, the
systemmust contact the schedulingcomputerto determineif the requestedtime
slot andchannelareavailablefor theservice.
7. At thispoint, therearetwo possibilities.Serviceis notavailableat theparticular
time and/orchannelor serviceis available. Oncethis is determinedthe satellite
owner will be contactedwith the request informationand the availability of
service.At thispoint, theownerhasmanyoptions. First, if the ownerdetermines
that service is neededand is available,the service will be requested. The
schedulingcomputerwill informthe SNof theconfirmationandthe servicewill be
set up at the appropriatetime. The WSGT will then send a confirmation of
requestto the satellitethrougha forwardlink. Second,if the serviceis not needed
the ownerwill informthe SNthat no serviceis desired.TheWSGT will thensend
a denial signalto the satelliteinforming it that no further action will be taken.
Finally, if the ownerdeterminesthat serviceis neededbut the SN doesnot have
the resourcesthe ownerandthe SN candetermineif analternateservicecanbe
incorporatedinto the SN schedule.If anotherserviceis availablethe WSGT will
theninformthe satellitewhat servicethesatellitewill use.
This processis easily implementedwith standardcommercialoff the shelf (COTS)
softwareandhardware.This flow is importantbecauseit mustbeableto quickly estimate
manyparameters.Manyof thesestepscanbedonein parallelto increasethespeedof the
processing.It is alsoimportantbecausetheschedulingsystemat GSFCmustbeawareof
all the information obtainedin theseaboveprocessin order to schedulean effective
serviceon theSN.
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1. Satellite Determines
service is required
2. Request for service made
using PN DAMA.
3. Space Network receives DAMA
user and processes request.
4. Request is sent to owner
of the satellite.
SN User Satellite
7. Space network configures link
sends service information to
satellite and satellite owner.
6. Service Request sent to SN.
Service Desired 1I'
5. Owner ignores request or
determines service is needed.
Ignore Request _
6. No Further Action taken
Figure 6.1 Operational Flow of DAMA Request
5o
CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS
The implementation of this new receiver will allow for reception of the random
access requests, i.e. DAMA requests. This is possible because of the modifications and
changes made to accommodate this new service. First, by using only a single element of
the phased array antennas contribution provides the necessary global coverage as well as
link margin. [1] Second, the new method of detecting a possible DAMA user and then
predicting the users carrier frequency requires the chip and data rates of the DAMA user
to be slowed relative to other MA users [4]. This change will only help to improve the
ability of the receiver to receive the DAMA requests. This is primarily due to the ability of
reducing the cutoff in the LPF for demodulation thus, reducing the interference caused by
other MA users. Finally, using the shorter PN code along with adding the acquisition
preamble to the request allows for a simple and efficient method of correlating the
incoming signal with the local PN replica.
When all the above changes are put together the result is a relatively simple as well
as inexpensive method of implementing the new DAMA service. The amount of hardware
for this new service is minimal. The processing of the new services can be implemented in
software and the remaining SN is unaffected by the changes. Overall this seems to be a
viable as well as interesting solution.
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